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. ABSTRACT

This research is conducted for the academic purpose of strongly focusing on

the tourism and hospitality industry. The centers of attention for this study are

understanding as well as discovering the motivation that encourages people to use the

Tram's service and evaluate Thai tourist satisfaction toward traveling around

Rattanakosin island by tram. Obtaining this information will help to promote Thai

Tourism and generate more awareness in Thai people to travel more in their territory.

Moreover, the provider of service to the tram can use this database to improve their

service quality.

The main objective of this research is to measure the degree of Thai tourist

satisfaction with services and facilities when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by

tram.

The sample size of this research is 100 Thai tourists, who travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram in December,2006. The subject will be chosen by the

accidental sampling method. The instrument used in this research is the self-

administered questionnaire. In addition, the instrument in data analysis is the

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version I I

The respondents agreed, that the reason that they chose to travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram is because they did not want to walk, which makes them

tired. In general, the respondents were satisfied with the service from staff who

guided them during the trip. Also they were satisfied with the length of time when

traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram and its schedule. In addition, the

respondents were satisfied with the price. However, there were two things that the

respondents were unsatisfied with the tram and the place to board the tram.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

T.IEACKGROUND

Tourism makes the world without boundary; that is, people travel from one

place to another for leisure, easily. Cook (1999, P. 3) defines tourism as "the

temporary movement of people to destinations from their normal places of residence.

While spending time at each traveling place, people exchange their information of

language, knowledge and culture.

Tlailand also gains a lot of revenub. through this gigantic industry. The

statistics from Tourism Authority of Thailand shows that every year from 200) to

2}O6,the number of Thai and foreign tourists has increased drastically (see figure l)

Toble / Target of Tourism in Thailand,1997-2006

Table I Target of Tourism in Thailand 1997'2006
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Domestic

This can reflect the positive attitudes of foreign tourists to the visit of Thailand

as well as the new habit of Thais in their adoption of traveling as leisure. This is due

to the fact that government sectors, especially the Tourism Authority of Thailand,

have been promoting the cultural tourism in many parts of the country.

Cultural tourism is related to the desire to experience other current culnre and

view the artifacts of previous cultures. This has been a motivator in the tourism

market' One of the elements in cultural tourism is to visit the heritage athaction,

destination or attend with the traditional festival.

There are numerous historically significant structures and building located

within the Rattanakosin Island such as the magnificent Grand palace, temples,

buildings and historical places. The Royal Grand Palace is the Maha Monthien group

of buildings, the Throne Halls, and other palaces and buildings. Wat phra Kaeo, the

temple, is in the outer section of the Royal Enclosure west of the Grand palace. It was

built on the orders of King Rama I, along with the Grand Palace and Rattanakosin



Island. Wat Po, the large and extensive temple, neighbors the Grand Palace on Thai

Wang Road.

Moreover, in order to revive the old atmosphere and draw more attention from

tourists both locally and internationally, a tram has been rebuilt for a convenient

means of viewing the island city.

Drummond and Yeoman (2001, p. 16) explained that the tourism increases in

value for each country, and the demand of consumers for quality in product and

services also inclease. Quality issues in cultural tourism involve satis$ing a range of

seryices, both physically and culturally. Therefore, it is in everyone's interest, from

the large national cultural or heritage attraction to the Smallest operator, to deliver and

maintain the customer's required standard of services.

Understanding if tourists are satisfied with services and their motivation for

traveling around Rattakosin Island, will be valuable for the tourism organization; if
the services provided do not meet what they expected or required, as the results of this

research show, the service provider will be able to improve the standard and service.

On the other hand, if the tourists are satisfred with good services, the service provider

can develop his product or expand his market.

I.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1.2.1 Main Problem

o What is the degree of Thai tourist satisfaction with services and facilities

when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram?

1.2.2 Sub-Problem

o What are the reasons that make, Thai tourists, travel around Rattanakosin

Island by tram?



o What are the main characteristics that make Thai tourists satisfied with

services and facilities, when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram?

o What are the characteristics of Thai tourists who travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram?

o What are the problems and suggestion which tourists face, when traveling

around Rattanakosin Island by tram?

I.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

L3.l Main Objective

o To measure the degree of Thaitourist satisfaction with services and

facilities when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram.

1.3,2 Sub Objectives

l. To find out the reasons that make Thai tourist travel around Rattanakosin

Island by tram

2. To indicate the main characteristics that build Thai tourists' satisfaction with

services and facilities, when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram.

3. To describe characteristics of tourists who travel around Rattanakosin Island

by tram.

4. To find out the problemg and suggestion tourists face when traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by tram.

4



I.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

Definition of terms mentioned in this study are as follows:

Satisfaction

Thai tourist

Service

Duration of Time

Tram

Environment

refers to level of Thai tourists' satisfaction when they travel

around Rattanakosin Island by tram. This can be measured by

using the Likert -point scale: l) Extremely satisfied 2) Satisfied

3) Moderate 4) Dissatisfied 5) Extremely dissatisfied.

People whose hometowns are inside Thailand and who use

services for their traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram.

Service provided by staff: l) Politeness, 2) Language Skill /

ability to communicate, 3) Ability to give information,4)

Ability to solve the problem.

The time those passengers spend on the tram: l) The length of
time per trip, 2) The punctuality of start and end of each trip, 3)

The schedule is suitable for the Thai tourist's need.

refers to tram that is used for traveling around Rattanakosin

Island: l) The appearance of tram, 2) The comfort of seat on

tram, 3) The cleanliness of tram, 4) The safety of tram, 5) The

ability of loud speaker to work properly.

The point for boarding the tram: l) Cleanliness,2) The easiness

to find the boarding point.

The price of ticket faresPrice
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Independent Variables:

The factor related to the satisfaction of Thai tourists who travel around

Raftanakosin Island by tram includes: the Thai tourists (their income, their attitude,

their preference, etc), motivation of Thai Tourists, services provided by staff, tram,

and period of time, price, and physical environment.

Dependent Variablcs:

Degree of Thai tourists' satisfaction.

r.s.scPoE oF TrrE sTUpY

One hundred Thai tourists, who travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram in

December 2006, will be selected for the research. The subject will be chosen by the

accidental sampling method. The instrument used in this research is the self-

adm inistered questionnaire.

I.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF TIIE STUDY

This research is conducted with the academic purpose of strongly focusing on the

tourism and hospitality industry. The centers of attention for this study are

understanding as well as discovering the motivation that encourages people to use the

Tram's seryice, and evaluate Thai tourist satisfaction when traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by tram. Obtaining these information will help to promote Thai

Tourism and generate more awareness in Thai people to travel more in their territory.

Moreover, the service provider of the tram can use this database to improve its service

quality.

i
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1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The research study of Thai Tourist Satisfaction when traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by Tram is divided into five chapters:

The first chapter introduces the background of the study, statement of problem,

' obiectives of the study, definition of terms, scope of the study, significance of the

study, and organization of the study.

The second chapter covers a review of literature and other relevant research.

The third chapter describes the research methodology which includes: subjects of
the study, materials that will be used in the research, procedure, and data analysis.

a

Thg fourth chapter presents the results and data analysis of the study.

The fifth chapter will divide its content into: summary of the study, summary of
findings, discussion, conclusion and recommendation for further research.

I
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITURATURE

This chapter reviews the literature in Thai Tourist Satisfaction when traveling

around Rattanakosin Island by Tram. The main areas, along, with the summary of;

tourism, motivation, excursionist, cultural tourism, consumer satisfaction, tram and

other relevant research.
:

2.I THE CONCEPT OF TOURISM

There are a number of definitions of tourism. Cook, Yake, and Marqu a (1999,

p. 5) published the general theory of tourism, as the temporary movement of people to

destination outside their normal places of work or residence.

The overall concept of tourists or travelers refers to any person on a trip

between two or inore countries or between two or more places within his / her country

of usual residence. An international traveler is defined as any person on a trip outside

his or her country of residence. On the contrary, a domestic traveler is defined as any

person on a trip in his or her own country of residence.

2.2 MOTIVATION

Knowles, Diamantis, and El-Mourhabi (2001, p. 40) described motivation as a

state of need, a condition that pushes each person toward the specifrc type of action

which brings satisfaction. He also provided a list of examples of general motivators,

which are listed below;
-j

2.2.1 Educational and Cultural

l. To see how people in other countries live and work.

2. To see particular sights, monuments or works of art.

3. To gain a better understanding of current events.

4. To attend special culture or artistic events.

I
I
$
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2.2.2 Relaxation, Adventure and Pleasure

l. To get away from everyday routine.

2. To see new places, people, or seek new experiences.

3. To have a good time and fun.

4. To have some sort of romantic sexual experience.

2.3.2 Heillh and Recreation

l. To rest and recover from work and strain.

2. To practice sports and exercise.

2.3.4 Ethnic and Family

l. To visit places your family came from.

2. To visit relatives and friends.

3. To spend time with family and children.

2.3.5 Social and 'competitive'

l. To be able to talk about places visited

2. To be fashionable

3. To show that one can afford it.

Mathieson and Wall (1982, p. 30), however, point out that motivation of the

tourist can be divided into 4 categories; physical motivations, cultural motivation,

personal motivation, prestige and status motivations.

A) Physicol motivotion includes the refreshment of body and mind. People

who travel because of physical motivations will travel for health reasons or they will

travel in order to participate in a sport event. In addition, this group of people travels

for pleasure (fun, excitement, romance or entertain).

B) Culturol motivotion which people are curious about; different

destinations, people and places; interest in art, music, cuisine, architecture; interest of

historical places and experience.

iit
i

I
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C) Personal motivatioa which is related to the motivations of need to; visit

friends or relatives, meeting new people, seeking new and different experiences in

different atmosphere. People have a motivation to escape from old environments or

visit places or people for spiritual objectives.

D) Prestige or stotus motivotions. People who have this motivation pursue

higher education or leaming; look for business contacts and professional goals or ego

enhancement.

2.3 EXCURSIONISTS OR DAY TRIPPERS

Excursionist or day tripper is the person who has a short journey for pleasure.

Swarbrooke and Honer (1999, p. 54) explain that most people under this group are

domestic tourists who become the major market for most visitors' attractions, such as

beach resorts and some rural areas. This population does not wish to travel a long

distance. They have to spend only one day or less than that depending on the time

available for their leisure activities. Some excursionists request pre-planning and

advance booking but the majority does not request this. They can make decisions very

fast. The factor that may influence the excursionist's decision is weather or price. Day

trippers are also considered major customers of food and beverages services.

2.4 CALTURAL TOURISM

Swarbrooke and Horner (1999, p. 30) explained that the cultural tourism, since

Greek and Roman times, originated from the desire to experience other current culture

and view the artifacts of previous cultures. And they have been a motivator in the

tourism market. There are many glements included in cultural tourism for the tourism

market such as:

. Visits to heritage attractions and destinations, and attendance at tradiiional

festivals.

o Holidays motivated by a desire to sample national, regional or local food.

o Watching traditional sporting events and taking part in local leisure

activities
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ovisitsworkplaces;whethertheyarefarms,craftscentreorfactories.

2.s.CONSUMER SATISFACTION

Customersatisfactionshavebecomeanimportantanalyticaltool

management of products and services. Therefore, it is important to understand

definition'.ssignificanceandthemeasurementofsatisfaction'

2.5.1 Definition of Satisfaction

Johnson (lgg7,p.l0a) suggested that satisfaction isa transient percepion of

how happy a customer is with a particular product or service at a given point of time'

In other words, a cumulative Perspective defines customer satisfaction as an overall

evaluation of customer's purchase and their experiences' Another defrnition of

satisfaction stated in a book named 
,,consumer" written by Arnould and Price (2002,

p. 617.) said, that satisfaction is a judgment of a pleasurable level of consumption-

related fulfillment. On the other hand, dissatisfactfon is defined as an unpleasant level

of consumption'related fu lfi llment'

2.5.2 The Sign ilicance of Tou rist Satisfaction

Swarbrooke and Horner (1999, p. 238.) explained us the guideline for the

three main reasons for the significance of tourist satisfaction, namely:

l) Tourist Satisfaction

product to a friend or relative.

leads to the positive word-of-mouth of the service

2)TouristSatisfactioncreatesrepeatcustomers.Sothereisnoneedtofinda

new group of customers.

in

the
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3) Handling complaints is a painful job and time consuming. Sometimes we

do need to compensate if we cannot satisfr customers. Therefore, it's more effective

to maintain and improve tourist satisfaction.

2.5.3 Measurement of Satisfaction

In addition, Swarbrooke stated one of the key models for Tourist Satisfaction

in his book, Consumer Behavior in Tourism namely - The SERQUAL technique

l) Tangible: physical facilities or equipment as well qs [he appearance of

personnel.

2) Retiability: ability to perform or detiver the service dependabiy and

accurately.

3) Responsiveness: willingness to help consumers and provide consumers with

prompt service

4) Assurance: knowledge and courtesy of staffand their ability to convey trust

and confidence.

5) Empathy: ability to pay attention to customers.

The second model that broadens our standing of tourist satisfaction is the service

gop concepl. We can understand the concept of service gap concept by using the idea

based on the premise that the dissatisfaction in a service happened, due to a difference

between expectations and the outcome or result. He defined the five important

concepts of service gaps as listed below:

l) Difference between consumer expectations and management perceptions of
consumer expectations.

2) Difference between management perceptions of consumer expectations and

service quality specifi cations.

3) Difference between service quality specifrcations and the service actually

delivered.

4) Difference between service delivery and what is communicated about the

i

t'
i

i
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service to consumers.

5) Difference between consumer expectations and perceptions of the service

quality of the service received.

ln Customer care: How to create an e.ffective customer focus, written by Cook

(2000), also described a number of variables which can be measured as part of a

customer satisfaction survey, which is similar to Swarbrooke. Other variables which

can be measured include:

l) Reliability - ability to keep promise on a consistent basis

2) Flexibility - speed in changing and adapting to ? new requiremenrs

3) Accuracy - lack of mistakes and defects, precise corrections

4) Responsiveness - willingness to help and provide what's needed

5) Empathy - giving individual attenrion to customers

6) Tangibles - equipment, communication media, physical environment

7) Time - minutes, hours, on time, overtime

8) Quantity - over-budget, under-budget, profit, loss, break-even.

9) Quality - type of material, finish and durability

2.6 THE TOURIST ATTRACTION OR PLACES WHEN TRAM PASSES

AROUND RATTANAKOSIN ISLAND

It is important to learn the key information of the tram which travels around

Rattanakosin Island.

According to the conversation with Ms.sineenaj Kiewbang, one of the key

staff from Toyota Sukothai, which cooperated with the Bangkok Tourist Bureau to

create the project of tram around Rattanakosin Island, information was collected as

follows:

There are 3 Trams which operate everyday from 9.00-17.00, all year round.

The minimum trips per day are 3 trips while the maximum that the service provider

I

I
L
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can provide are l0 trips per day. The Tram has 2 sizes for a seat capacity; one for l0

seats and the other for 32 seats.

Most Thai tourists use tram service on Saturday and Sunday, 11.00-16.00,

because they usually visit the temple in the morning first. Then, spend the rest of the

time for their leisure.

There are 30 places, by which tram passes, listed below:

l) The Grand Palace

2) City Pillar Shrine

3) Ministry of Defense

4) Saranrom Palace

5) Cheduphol Temple

6) Ministry of Commerce

7) Rajini School

8) Jakrapong House

9) Thatien

l0) Rajworadij Pier

I l) Chang Wanglang Pier

I 2) Silapakorn University

l3) Mahathat Temple

14) Phracham Pier

I 5)Thammasat University

l6) The National Museum Bangkok

17) The Nation Theatre 
:,

l8) Bangkok Tourist Bureau

l9) Phra Athit Road

20) LTNICEF Oflice

2r) FAO

22) Prahathit House

23) Santichai Phrakarn Park
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24) Phrasumeri Fort

25) Banglumpoo

26) Chanasongkram Temple

27)Khao Sarn Road

28) The National Gallery

29) Thaharn Asa Monument

30) Sanam Luang

2.7 RELEVANT RESEARCH

The research, which is related to the tourist's satisfaction, showed that the

degree of tourist's satisfaction is one way to measure and imirove the standard of
service.

Pakkanun Siriwanont (2006) stated, in the research of foreign tourists'

satisfaction with services and facilities provide at Hua Lampong railway station, that

foreigners were satisfied with the reasonable rate of train fares and reasonable prices

of goods. However, they did face the problem of luggage storage facility of Hua

Lampong Railway Station. For example, the passenger's belongings were damaged

and there was no compensation from the person who had authority. Another factor for

the problems that tourists faced, while they used the service at Hua Lampong Station

was the limitation of restrooms and the cleanliness of the restrooms.

Jinda (2006) concluded from her study that the visitor's satisfaction toward the

zoo's facilities inside Dusit Zoo was higher than the average which means that

tourists were satisfied. Visitors consider the repetition of fees they have to pay for

each section as the biggest problem. Apart from the entrance fee, visitors had to pay

for other fees, such as a reptile's house or the mini train fee. Frorn the research, if
Dusit Zoo would like to attract more visitors they have to improve some parts of the

facilities for animals and their houses.
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According to the study of a survey of commuter satisfaction with underground

train services, Sasinapa Asavaphanlert (2005) stated that the commuters are very

satisfied with the overall services, in particular the frequency of trips, cleanliness of
the'cabin and station, as well as the safety system. However, the evaluation and

discussion parts indicate that the service provider should improve the availability of
toilets, and ticket vending machines.

Furthermore, the research of Soraya Homchuen (2001) about decision factors

Thai working women in Bangkok, in choosing travel destinations, revealed that a

d-estinationls image about safety and security has a major impact on working women's

decision. There was a high tendency to choose to travel in Thailand even after the

economy'had improved.

Referring to the resea.ch conducted by Sirion Lada (2003) on foreign tourists'

satisfaction with Chatuchak weekend market, it was found that the respondents were

satisfied with the accessibility to Chatuchak; Weekend Market, goods and services.

From the last chapter, the researcher concluded that the respondents want the

authority to improve the facilities, followed by the physical environment. In

conclusion, the foreign tourists were satisfied with Chatuchak Weekend Market.

In a study of Survey of Foreigner Tourists' Attitude toward Guesthouses on

Khao Sarn Road, Piyathai Chunlappeya (2001) suggested that the guesthouse owners

should improve their service quality in term of cleanliness, staff, safety, and facitities

of the guesthouse respectively. Foreign Tourists also expected the owners of the

guesthouse to be friendlier and pay more attention to the guests.



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLGY

The third chapter describes the research methodology which includes the

subjects of the study, the materials, the procedure used in collection and analysis of
the data, the data analysis.

3.T SUBJECTS

The research will be focused on the measurement of Thai tourist satisfaction

toward traveling around Rattakosin Island by tram. Thus, the subjects will be tourists

who visit Rattakosin Island by tiam.

It is expected that there are around 150 Thai tourists who travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram. Therefore, a sampling size of Thai tourists for this

research was 100 people.

3.2 MATERIALS

A self-administered questionnaire was used to collect the data. The researcher

distributes l0 questionnaires for a pre-test, designed to make the questionnaire more

understandable and applicable; to measure the Thai tourists' satisfaction and

motivation for this research. Then, the questionnaire was adjusted to have more

readability.

The respondents were required to make choices from the scale as follows.

Strongly agree is equal to 5 poins

Agree is equal to 4 points

Neutral is equal to 3 points

Disagree is equal to 2 points

Strongly disagree is eqiral to I point
-':r!

,: ,

1.i:;(.i

.: ,.
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Width of interval scale Maximum Value - Minimum Value

Number of Level

5-l

5

0.80

From the above oriteria, the results can be explained in the level of satisfactions as follows:

Result

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

The questionnaire is divided into five parts as listed below:

Part One: Demogranhic information of the respondents

This part of the questionnaire consists of the closed-ended and open-ended

questions on personal information of respondents; gender, og€, nationality,

educational background, occupation, income per month and frequency of traveling

around Rattankosin by tram.

The second part of the questionnaire is closed+nded asking about the iravel

motivation of respondents. This part will be divided into 5 items which will be rlsed to

find out the reason why Thai tourists choose to travel around Rattanakosin Island by

tram.

Average Value

4.21-5.00

3.4t-4.20

2.6t-3.40

r.8l-2.60

1.00-1.80

Part Two: The
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For this part, the respondents are asked for their level of satisfaction with

services and products. The closed-ended questions with the Likert S-point scale are

used to determine Thai tourists' satisfaction when they travel around Rattakosin by

tram. This part will be divided into 5 parts namely: service provider / staff, tram,

duration of time, price and boarding point.

Part Four: Evaluation after travelins around Rattanakosin Island by tram

This part of the questionnaire consists of closed-ended and open+nded
' questions to express their opinion towards the problem stemming from the services or

facilities. In addition, the respondents can indicate the points that need to be improved

after they frnish their trip.

Part Five: The service or thins that ne'ed to be improved.

This part of the questionnaire aims to know the service or things that need an

improvement.

3.3 PROCEDURES

The research design and data collection are as follows:-

33.1 Research Design

This research study is a descriptive cross-sectional design to find out the

degree of Thai tourist satisfaction with services and facilities when traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by fam
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3.3.2 Data Collection

The research was conducted during November 2005-Febru ary 2006. The data

was collected by the researcher. Using the simple random sampling techniques, the

researcher handed the 100 questionnaires to Thai tourists that the researcher met at the

Tram station. The tourist must be Thai only and travel around Rattanakosin by tram at

the period of the research. The period of distribution was on the weekends. The cover

letter was enclosed with the questionnaire so that the respondent will undentand the

researcher's detail and the purpose of conducting this research. It took about 10-15

minutes to answer all questions in thequestionnaire.

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS

The descriptive statistic such as frequency distribution, mean, and percentage

will be used in this study. In addition, the instrument in data analysis is the Statistical

Package for Social Scienies (SPSS) version I1.0



CIIAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

This chapter presents the findings of the study. The descriptive statistic and

table of percentage were used for data analysis. The results of this research are

divided into 5 parts as follows:

Partl: Demographic information of the respondents

Part2: The reasori for Thai tourists to travel around Rattanakosin Island by

Part3: Satisfaction of the respondents with services and facilities

. Part4: Evaluation after travelling around Rattanakosin Island by tram

Part5: Tire services or things that need to be improved.

4.1 DEMOGRAPIIIC INFORMATION OF TTIE RESPONDENTS

In part one of the questionnaire, there were 9 questions asking about the

respondents' demographic information which included: their gender, age, nationality,

province that the respondents come from, education, occupation, monthly income,

person who they travel with and the frequency of their traveling around Rattanakosin

Island by tram.

t
Table I) Gender otRespondents

Frequencv Percentage
Male 32 32

Female 68 68
Total t00 r00

Table I shows that the number of female respondents (68%) was higher than

that of the male respondents (32%).



Toble 2) Age of Respondents

Frequency Percentage
less than 21 t2 t2

2t-30 40 40
3l-40 30 30
4r-50 t6 l6
5l-60 2 2
Total t00 100

Among the 5 age groups, the largest group of respondents was that whose age

group is 2l-30 years old (40%). The second group was the people whose age group is

3l-40 years old (30%).

Toble 3) Notionality of the Respondents

Frequency Percentase
Thai 100 100

t The result from the questionnaire shows that all the respondents are Thai.

Toble 4) Informalion of Respondents whether they are rive in
Bangkok or non-Bangkok

Frequency Percentage
BKK 34 34

non-BKK 66 66
Total 100 r00

According to the table,460/o of respondents live out of Bangkok and only 34%

of them live in Bangkok.

Toble 5) Level otEducotion of Respondents

Frequency Percentage
Elementory Level 2 2

Lowq'Secondary Level l6 t6
High Vocational /

Diploma l0 l0
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Table 5 (continued)

Bachelor 56 56

Bachelor Deqree l6 t6
Total 100 r00

More than half of respondents had a Bachelor Degree (56%). T"here ue 2
E

I Sroups of respondents that share the same percentage of level of education (160/o)

which are Lower Secondary Level and Higher than Bachelor Degree. l0% of
:

respondents had High Vocational / Diploma. Finally, the smallest group of the :

respondents had education at Elementary Level (2%).

foft 6) Occupotion of the Respondents

Frequency Percentage
Student /

Undersraduate 36 36

Employee 26 26

Government Official 6 6

State Enterprise
Emnlovee 8 8

Business Owner 4 4

Laborer t8 t8
Unemployed 2 2

Total 100 100

The majority of the respondents was Student (360/o) and followed by

Employee (26%). The third group of the respondents was the laborer (18%).

Table 7) Monthly Income olRespondents

23:
i

i

i
I

I

i
I
I

Frequency Percentage
less than

sOOOTHB l8 l8
5,000-15,000

THB 42 42
15,001-25,000

TIIB t2 t2
25,001-35,000

THB 6 6
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Toble 7. (continued),
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From table 7, most respondents (42%) ei[ned 5,000-15,000 baht, followed by

respondents who earned more than 35,000 Wtnt (22o/o). The smallest grouP (60/o),

earned a monthly income of 25,001-35,000 baht'

Table 8) The Person Whom the Respondents Travel with

Frequency Percentage

Alone l0 l0
Family l6 r6

Lover 6 6

Friends 68 68

Others 0 0

Total 100 100

Table g shows that more than half of respondents traveled with their friends

(68%), followed by family (16%).10% of respondents traveled around Rattanakosin

Island by Tram atone. Only 6o/oof respondents traveled with their loved one'

Tobte 9) The Frequency That the Responclents Travel Around

Ratlonakosin Island bY Tram

Frequency Percentage

First Time 80 80

Once a month 8 8

Once a year 6 6

Twice a year i 6 6

Others 0 0

Total 100 100

Most respondents (80%) traveled around Rattankosin Island by tram for the

first time, followed by 8o/oof the respondents that travel once a month. The rest of the

respondents traveled once a year or twice a year at 60/o and 60lo, respectively'
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4.2 THE REASON FOR THAI TOURISTS TO TRAVEL AROUND

RATTANAKOSIN ISLAND BY TRAM

In this part, the researcher aim to know the reason that the respondents choose

to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram. Closed-ended questions with the Likert

5- point scale were used to determine the level of reason why Thai tourists travel

around Rattanakosin Island by tram. There were 5 questions that influence the tourists

to travel by tram.

The following are the results shown in term of frequency,percentage.
..

Toble I0) The Reoson That the Respondents Choose to Trovel Around

Rattanakosin Islond by Trom is lor the Purpose of Etlucation

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree 28 28

Agree 56 56

Moderate l4 l4
Disaeree 2 2

'fotal 100 100

More than half of the respondents (567o) agreed that they decided to travel

around Rattanakosin Island for the purpose of education.2S% of them strongly agreed

with this reason. l4o/o and2o/ofelt neutral and disagreed with this reason, respectively.

Toble II) The person thot you trovel with thb trip has on influence on

your traveling oroun{ Ratlonakosin Island by lrom

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree 30 30

Aqree 56 s6

Moderate 6 6

Disagree 4 4
(able continues)
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' Table I I shows that 56% of respondents agreed that the person that they travel

with had an influence on their traveling around Rattanakosin Island while only 4Vo

strongly disagree that the person that they travel with had an influence on their

travelling around Rattanakosin Island.

Toble 12) The reoson that you choose to travel oroand Rattanakosin

Island by trom is you dodotuonl to wolk because itmokes yoQfeel

tired

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree 40 40

Agree 32 32

Moderate l6 l6
Disagree 6 6

Stronsly Disaqree 6 6

Total 100 100

Almost half of the respondents (40%) strongly agreed that the reason that they

chose to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram is because they did not want to

walk, because it made them feel tired. 32 % of respondents agreed with the reason.

Table 13) Youfeel like your daily lde is boring so you choose to

travel oround Raltanakosin Island by tramfor your reloxotion,

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree l6 l6
Agree 42 42

Moderate 22 22

Disagree t2 t2
Strongly Disagree 8 8

Total 100 100
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Table 13 shows that 42o/o agreed that they chose to travel around Rattanakosin

Island by tram because they felt that their daily life was boring. The smallest group of

respondents (8%) strongly disagreed that their daily life was boring.

Toble I1) The price olthe ticket is nol expensive which mokes you

deicide lo travel oround Roltanakosin Islond by lram.

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree 24 24

Agree 32 32

lWoderate 40 40

Disasrce 4 4

Total 100 100

On this aspect of the ticket price which influences the Thai tourist to travel

around Rattanakosin Island by tram, 40% of the respondents moderately agreed that

the price had an impact on their decision to travel. In contrast, only 4%o of the

respondents disagreed that the price of the ticket had an influence on their decision.

SATISFACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS WITH SERVICES ANI)

FACILITITES

To measure the level of Thai tourist satisfaction, who travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram, the respondents were asked about their opinion toward

staff (service provider); tram, length of time when traveling around Rattanakosin

Island by tram, price, place to board on the tram. This part consists of 17 questions.

The details of the answers are shown in each table below:
+'

43.1 Satisfaction with staff or seruice provider.

4.3



Toble I5) Stotfs are well-dressed ond neat

Frequency Percentage

Stronqlv Satisfied l8 l8
Satislied s6 56

Moderate 24 24

Dissatisfied 2 2

Total 100 100

Table l5 shows that more than half of respondentd (56%) were satisfied with

the way staff were dressed. 24o/o of Thai tourists were moderately satisfied. However,

lSg6"ofrespondentswere strongly satisFred, with the dress, while l8% of respondents

But only 2% of t\e respondents were dissatisfied

Toble 16) Stafls welcome you in a warm ondfriendly monner

Frequency Percbntaqe

Stronsly Satisfied l6 l6
Satislied 54 54

Moderate 26 26

Dissatisfied 4 4

Total r00 100

Regarding the way staff welcome the Thai tourists in a wann and friendly

manner, 54% of respondents were satisfied, and 26 % felt neutral. 16 % of

respondents were strongly satisfied with the way staff welcome the Thai tourists with

a warm and friendly manner. Only 4% of the Thai tourists were dissatisfied.

Table 17) Stotfs tolk with you politely

28

Frequency Percentaqe

Stronslv Satisfied l8 l8
Satislied 56 56

Moderate 22 22
(table continues)
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For the polite way staff talked to Thai tourist, more than half of respondents

were satisfied, followed by 22o/o that were moderately satisfied. lSoZ were strongly

satisfied with the way staff talks with them whereas 4%owercunsatisfied.

Toble 18) Stalfs are toctful in'problem solving

Frequency Percentage

Stronelv Satisfied 8 8

Satislied 48 48

Moderate 42 42

Dissatislied 2 2

Total r00 r00

For the question whether or not staff had tact in problem solving, nearly half

of respondents (48%) were satisfied. However, 42% of them were moderately

satisfied in the answer to this question. 2% of respondents were dissatisfied with staff,

when they have to solve a problem tactfully. However, none of them were stongly

dissatisfied.

Toble 19) Statfs show their ability in the knowledge they have

Frequency Percentage

Stronsly Satisfied l0 l0
Satisfied 50 50

Moderate 38 38

Dissatisfied 2 2

Total 100 r00

Orty 2% of respondents were dissatisfied, with the way staff shows their

ability in the knowledge that they presented. On the other hand, more than half of

respondents or 50% were satisfied with the ability of staff, in the knowledge that they
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presented during the trip. 38 % of respondents were moderately satisfied, and l0 % of

them were strongly satisfied.

Table 20) Stolfs show their courtesy to you

Frequency Percentage

Stronslv Satisfied l6 r6

Satislied 62 62

Moderate 20 20

Dissatisfied 2 2

Total 100 100

Regarding the way staffs show their courtesy to Thai tourists, who traveled

around Rattanakosin Island by tram, the results show that 62%o of them were satisfied,

followed by 20o/o that were moderately satisfied. 16 % of respondents were strongly

satisfied with staffs courtesy, but2Yo of respondents were dissatisfied.

4.3.2 Satisfaction with Tram

Table 21) The Tram looks nice ond ottractive

Frequency Percentage

Stronely Satislied 8 8

Satislied 32 32

Moderate 58 58

Dissatisfied 2 2

Total 100 100

For the attractiveness of the tram and how Thai tourists perceived how nice

the tram is, more that half of respondents was moderately satisfied, followed by 32%

of respondents that were satisfied with the attractiveness of the tram. 8 % of the

respondents were strongly satisfied while 2 % of them were dissatisfied with the

attractiveness and niceness of the tram.
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Table 22) The seats are large ond comfortablefor yoa

Frequency Percentage

Stronslv Satisfied 4 4

Satislied 44 44

Moderate 46 46

Dissatisfied 6 6

Total 100 100

TaSle 22 shows that 44%o of respondents were satisfied with the seats, which

are large and comfortable for them. The second opinion falls into people who were

moderately satisfied about this issue (46%). 6 % of the respondents were dissatisfied

and only 4Yo of them were strongly satisfied with the size and comfort of the seat.

Toble 23) The seats ore cleaned

Frequency Percentage

Stronsly Satisfied 8 8

Sarisfied 56 56

Moderate 30 30

Dissatislied 6 6

Total r00 100

For the cleanliness of the seats, more than half of respondents (56%) were

satisfied with it, followed by 30% of respondents who were moderately satisfied. 870

of the respondents answered that they were strongly satisfied with the cleanliness of

the seat on the tram. Only 6% of Thai tourists were dissatisfied.

Table 24) The Tram $ safegfor you to travel

Frequency Percentage

Stronslv Satislied t4 t4
Satisfied 52 52

Moderate 34 34

Total 100 100



From table 24, which refers to the safety of the tram for Thai tourist when they

travel around Rattanakosin by tram, more than half the resp6ndents (52%) were

satisfied with the safety of the tram, followed by 34 7o who were neutral. The rest,

14% of respondents were strongly satisfied.

Toble 25) The sound speaker isfunctional

Frequencv Percentase

Stronelv Satisfied 4 4

Satisfied 58 58

Moderate 38 38

Total 100 100

On the aspect of how the sound sp6aker is functional, again, more than half of

the respondents (58%) were satisfied with the sound speaker. 38% of respondents

were moderately satisfied and the rest,4o/o were strongly satisfied.

4.3.3 Satisfaction with the Length of Time When Traveling Around

Rattanakosin Island by Tram

Table 26) The length of time per trip is oppropriote

Frequency Percentage
Stronsly Satisfied 8 8

Satisfied 52 52

Moderate 36 36

Dissatisfied 4 4

Total 100 r00

Table 26 shows that 52o/i'of the respondents were satisfied with the length of
time per trip. They see that it is appropiate. S6%owere neutral and 8% were strongly

satisfied. The rest,4% of respondents, were dissatisfied.

32
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Toble 27) The Tram schedule b suitabte for your trip (o trip will start

every 30 minutes)

Frequency Percentage
Stronsly Satislied l0 l0

Satisfied 50 50
Moderate 38 38

'Dissatislied
2 2

Total r00 r00

Regarding the tram schedule, whether or not it is suitable for Thai tourists

when they traveled around Rattanakosin Istand by tram (the trip will start every 30

minutes), half of respondents (50%) were satislied with it, followed by 3g % of them

who were moderately satisfied. l0% of the respondent were strongly satisfied while
2o/o of them were dissatisfied.

Toble 28) The trip starts and ends on the time as per scheduled

Frequency Percentage
Stronsly Satislied 8 I

Satisfied 50 50
Moderate 42 42

Total r00 r00

Table 28 presents half of respondents (50o/o), as satisfied with the starting and

ending of the trip as scheduled. 42% of respondents were moderately satisfied and

only 8% were strongly satisfied.

4.3.4 Satisfaction toward the price

Toble 29) The price of the ticket is reosonable

f,'requency Percentaqe
Strongly Satisfied 20 20

(table continues)
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'oble29. Continaed)

SatisfiedI62 lez
Moderate t6 r6

Dissatisfied 2 2

Total 100 100

In terms of the price of the ticket, whether it's reasonable in the view of the

Thai tourist or not, the majority of respondents (62%) were satisfied with it, followed

by 20o/o of respondents strongly satisfied with the reasonable price. 16 o/o of
respondents were moderately satisfied and only 2o/o waftdissatisfied.

4.3.5 Satisfaction toward the place to board the tram

Toble 30) You can eosilyfind the ploce to boord the Trom

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Satislied l8 l8

Satisfied 54 54
Moderate 20 20

Dissatisfied 8 8

Total 100 100

Regarding the ease of finding the place to board the tram, more than half of
respondents (54o/o) were satisfied followed by 20% of respondents who were

moderately satisfied. 18% of respondents were strongly satisfied while g% were
dissatisfied.

Table 3I) The areo to board the Tram is cleaned

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Satistied l2 t2

Satisfied l8 r8
Moderate l0 l0

Dissatisfied 60 60
Total r00 100
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Table 3l shows the level of satisfaction of Thai tourists toward the cleanliness

of the area to bdard the tram,60% of respondent were dissatisfied with the cleanliness

of the area to board the tram, followed by l8 0/o of respondents who were satisfied.

4,4 EVALUATION AFTER TRAVELLING AROUND RATTANAKOSIN

ISLAND BY TRAM

Table 32) In generol, yoa enjoy traveling around Rottonakosin Island

by trom

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Asree 20 20

Agree 74 74
Moderate 4 4

Disagree 2 2

Total r00 100

Regarding the enjoyment of Thai tourists after traveling around Rattanakosin

Island by tram, 74% of respondents agreed that they enjoyed the trip, followed by

20% of the respondents whose answer strongly agreed that there was joy traveling

around Rattanakosin Island by tram. 4% of respondents moderately agreed and only
2%o disagreed thar they enjoyed rhe trip.

Table 33) In general, you think thot the experience of rraveling oround
Rottonokosin Islond by tram meet your expectotion.

Frequencv Jercentage
Strongly Agree r6 r6

Agree 54 54
Moderate 26 26
Disagree 2 2

Strongly Disagree 2 2
Total 100 r00
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Table 33 shows 54o/o of respondents agreed their expectations were met, after
'they 

traveled around Rattanakosin Island. 26 o/o of respondents moderately agreed

whereas 16 7o strongly agreed that their expectations were met after they traveled

around Rattanakosin Island. There were 2 groups that strongly disagreed and

disagreed, 2%o and 2o/o respctiv ely .

Tgble 31) You think thot the price of traveling around Rottanokosin

Island by Trom b reosonable

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Agree 20 20

Agree 48 48
Moderate 30 30
Disagree 2 2

Total r00 100

In terms of the price, whether it is reasonable for traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by tram or not, 48% of respondents agreed with it. 30o/o of
respondents were neutral. There werc2}o/oof respondents who strongly agreed while

2% of respondents disagreed.

Toble 35) You will recommend to yourfriends to trovel around

Rottanakosin Islond by trom

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Agree 22 22

Agree 60 60
Moderate t8 l8

Total 100 r00

From table 35 there are 3 groups of answers recommending the respondent's

friends, to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram. The first answer is agree, the

majority of the answer (60%), followed by 22% of respondents who strongly agreed.

The rest, l8% of respondents, moderately agreed.
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Toble 36) You gain knowledge lrom travelling around Rattanakosin

Island by lrom

Frequency Percentase
Stronelv Asree t2 t2

Agree 52 52

Moderate 30 30

Disagree 6 6

Total r00 100

More than half of respondent s (52%\ gained knowledge from traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by tram. 30% of the respondents moderately agreed. 12% of
respondents strongly agreed that they gain knowledge from traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by tram, while 670 disagreed.

Table 37) You goin o new knowledge alter you travel by trom

Frequency Percentase
Strongly Agree l8 l8

$gree 58 58
Moderate t8 l8
Disagree 6 6

Total r00 100

Table 37 shows more than half of respondents agreed that they gained a new

knowledge after they traveled around Rattanakosin Island by tram. lg% of
respondents strongly agreed. Also l8% of respondents were undecided. The rest, 6%

disagreed that they gained a new knowledge after they traveled around Rattanakosin

Island by tram.

4.4 THE SERVICE OR THINGS THAT NEED TO BE IMPROVED
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Toble 38) The servicefrom stofi/ service provider

Frequency Percentage
StronelY Asree 4 4

Agree 30 30

Moderate 38 38

Disasree 20 20
Strongly Disagree 8 8

Total 100 100

Table 38 presents the opinion of responfents whether-or not the service from

staffor service provider should be improved.3S % of respondents moderately agreed.

30% of respondents agreed that the service from staffor service provider should be

improved while 20% did not think anything needed to be improved.

Table 39) Trom

Frequency Percentage
Strongly Aqree 6 6

Agree 46 46
Moderate 26 26
Disagree 20 20

Strongly Disagree 2 2
Total 100 100

Regarding the tram whether they should be improved or not, nearly half of
respondents (46%) agreed that the tram should be improved, followe d by 26% of
respondents that moderately agreed but 20% of respondents disagreed with this
opinion. 60/o of respondents strongty agreed that the tram should be improved.
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Tabte 40) The tength of time when traveling around Rattanakosin

Island by tram

Frequency Percentage

StronelY Agree 2 2

Agree r8 l8
Moderate 48 48

Disagree 26 26

Strongly Disagree 6'- 6

Total 100 100

Table 40, shows 48 % ofrespondents inoderately agreed, whether the lenglh

of time when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram should be improved or

changed, followed by 26 o/o of respondents who disagreed. 18 % of respondents

agreed. 60/o of respondents strongty disagreed. However, 2Vo of respondents strongly

agreed to change or improve the length of time when traveling around Rattanakosin

Island by tram.

Toble 4I) Price

Frequency Percentage

Strongly AgIge 6 6

Agree t0 l0
Moderate 28 28

Disagree 42 42

Strongly Disagree t4 t4

Total 100 100

In terms of price per trip, when one travels around Rattanakosin Island by

mm, a majority of respondents (42%) disagreed to change the price. 28o/o of

respondents moderately agreed. 14% of respondents strongly disagreed to change the

price while only 6o/oof respondents strongly agreed to change the price.

, .,,id$
1. -:it$l
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Table 42) The place to board on the lram

Frequency Percentage

Strongly Agree 32 32

Agree 22 22

Moderate l8 l8
Disaqree 20 20

Stronely Disaeree 8 8

Total 100 100

Table 42, shows 32o/o of respondents strongly agreed, that the place to board

the tram shouldte improved, fdllowed by 22 o/o of respondents that agreed . 18 % of
respondents moderately agree{. The rest I o/o of respondents strongly disagreed that

the place to board the tram should be improved.

The last question from the questionnaire is the suggestion part. This question

is in the form of open-ended question to give the opportunity to the respondents to

express their opinion or suggest on improvement.

We can classify the suggestion from respondents into 7 categories as follows:

l) The place to board the tram

There were l0 respondents who suggested that the place to board the tram should

be easier to find and also needs to be cleaned.

2) Language

!

There were 8 respondents who recommended that staff,, who explained during

the taveling around Rattanakosin Island, should also give details about places in

English. They noticed that in some trips, there were foreigners on the tram as well.

Therefore, if staffs were able to explain in English, it would boost the sale, promote

this trip and give knowledge to the foreigners about tourist places.
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3) Seat on the tram

The comfort of the seats should be improved. 4 respondents wrote down this

poiht. They suggested that the seat should be made of leather not wood.

4) Brochure

A number of the respondents suggested to the owner of the tram, who operates

the trip around Rattanakosin Island, that he should promote his trips by distributing

brochures. Thqs, more people would know and travel by tram more frequently.

5) Additional Route

Having more routes for traveling by tram was one of the suggestions from the

respondents, such as using the tram to travel around some special events or tourists

destination.

6) Drinking Water

2 of the respondents suggested that drink should be available for the passengers

while they were on board.

7) Stop over to visit the places that the tram passes

There are 4 respondents who advised that the tram should stop at some places

such as temple so the passenger could pay respect to the Buddha images or sacred

places. They would be happy if the length of the trip is longer than 30 minutes, and if
they could stop at the places that were interesting.



CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents; (l) a summary of the study, (2) a summary of the

findings, (3) discussion of the results, (4) conclusion and (5) recommendations for any

further study or research.

5.I SUMMARY OF THE STUDY .

5.1.1 Objective of the study

The main objective of the study was to measure the degree of Thai tourist

satisfaction, with services and facilities, when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by

tram. Besides, there are four sub-objectives of this study; (l) to understand the

reasons that make Thai tourists traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram, (2) to

find out the main characteristics that build Thai tourist satisfaction with services and

facilities of the tram, (3) to know the characteristics of Thai tourists, (4) to investigate

the problems and suggestion tourists face when traveling around Rattanakosin Island

by tram.

5.1.2 Subjects, Materials, and procedures 1

The subjects in this study were 100 Thai who travel around Rattakosin Island

by tram. The descriptive cross-sectional research design was used as a study design. A

self-administered questionnaire with 43 questions was used as an instrument in

collecting data from the respondents. The questionnaire was divided into 6 parts

which are demographic information of the respondents, the reason for Thai tourists to

travel around Rattanakosin by tram, the level of satisfaction of the respondents with

services and facilities, evaluation after travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram and

service or thing that need to be improved.
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The data collections took place every weekend during the month of December

2006. The researcher distributed the questionnaire at the tram station. All
questionnaires were collected after the respondents completed all questions.

The descriptive statistic such as frequency distribution and percentage were

used to malyze in this study. In addition, Statistical Package for Social Sciences

(SPSS) version I 1.0 was used to elaborate and compare the answer of the

respondents.

5.2 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

The results of.the study can be summarized as follows:

The results showed that Thai tourists, who traveled around Rattanakosin

Island by tram, were both male and female. However, the number of female is greater

than male. Most of respondents were between 2l-30 years old. All are Thais and more

than half of respondents live outside Bangkok. The majority of respondents had a

Bachelor's Degree which is 56 people. Regarding their monthly income, nearly half

of respondents earned 5,000-15,000 baht. Students and undergraduates were the

largest group of people among the sampling group.

Most of respondents traveled with their friends, followed by family. 80 people

out of 100 people chose to travel around Rattanakosin Island by Tram for the first

time.

The respondents agreed that the reason that they chose to travel around

Rattanakosin Island by Tram is because they did not want to walk, which made them

tired. The second reason was that the person, whom they traveled with, also had an

influence on them, to choose to travel by tram. The next reason was that the

respondents had a purpose to travel to learn and gain some knowledge. The last

neason that the respondents gave, was the price of the ticket. However, the price was

not a major reason for them to choose the tram as the mean of transportation.
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In general, the respondents were satisfied with the service from staff who

guided them during the trip. Also they were satisfied with the length of time when

traveling around Rattanakosin Island by Tram and its schedule. In addition, the

respondents were satisfied with the price. However, they are two things that the

respondents were dissatisfied with: the tram and the place to board the tram.

Overall, the respondents, after they traveled around Rattanakosin Island by

tram, they found out that the trip was enjoyable and met their expectation. Besides,

they have seen that the price of the trip was reasonable. Moreover, the respondents

would recommend their friends to travel around Rattanakosin by tragr. More than half

of respondents gained knowledge from the trip and also received new knowledge after

the tiip

Most of respondents agreed that the tram and the place to board the tram were

the two things that should be improved most. More than half of respondents disagreed

to change the price of the ticket. Regarding tlie length of time when traveling around

Rattanakosin Island by Tram, around half of the respondents moderately agree to

improve or change the length of time.

For the part of suggestions, the respondents recommend that the staff should

be able to explain and guide not only Thai tourist, but also foreigners who joined this

trip. The seats on the tram are also the things that should be improved. In term of
promotion, the respondent suggested that the brochure should be distributed to

encourage people to travel by tram. A few people had an opinion that the tram should

stop near some tourist attraction such as temples, even the lenglh of trip would not

end on time.
..i

53 DISCUSSION

In this part, the findings of the study will be discussed in order to answer to

the research problem proposed in Chapter l. The discussion will be divided into 4

parts as follows:

d
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5.3.I Demographic Information

Lickorish and Jenkins (1997, p. 57) explained the concept of value-for-money.

This'concept briefly described, that money is an important factor for the traveler or

tourists when spending their money. It is important for the person who has a lower

level budget because it provides more purchasing power for people whq may have

limited budget. The findings of this study showed that most respondents had monthly

incomes between 5,000 - 15,000 baht(42%). This implies that Thai tourist choose to

travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram because gf its cheap price for the tram

ticket.

Furthermore, conceming the piovince that the respondents come from, the

findings showed that Thai tourist from upcounlry (66yo)-are greater than people who

live in Bangkok (34o/o). Knowles, Diamantis, and El-Mourhabi (2001, p. 40) stated

that some of the motivation that encourage people to travel, are adventure and

pleasure. People from up country enjoyed exploring the historical place more than

people who live in Bangkok

From the findings, 68 respondents from 100 respondents, travel with their

friends, which can reflect that other people around us had an influence on how we

decided to travel. This result is also relevant to the explanation of Swarbrooke and

Horner (1999, p.73) that we are influenced by other people when we decide to choose

the plan of travel. The people around us may include members of the family or

friends. However, this motivator can be changed over a period of time.

53.2 The Reason for Thai Tourist to Travel Around Rattanakosin Island by
tram

After concluding the results from the findings, the first reason that urge Thai

tourist to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram, was education purpose. There

were more than half of respondents who choose this trip for the purpose of gaining
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more knowledge. From the discussion with some of the respondents, the researcher

foqrd out that, there were students or undergraduate students who received the

assignment or project from their instructors; to write a report after they finish this tip.
Knowles, Diamantis, and El-Mourhabi (2001, p. 40) stated that this is the motivation

which is called educational motivator. The tourist would love to see particular sights,

monuments, and works of art and gain a better understanding of current events.

The second reason that makes Thai tourists travel around Rattanakosin Island

by tram was that Thai tourists realize that their daily life is boring. They want to

escape or frnd something different from their routine life. This outcome from the

findings is consistent with the study from Mathieson and Wall (1982). They

mentioned in their book that people had a motivation to escape from old environments

or visit places or people for a specific purpose.

5.3.3 Satisfaction of the Respondent with Services and Facilities

Referring to the main problem of this research, in general, most of respondents

were satisfied with the staff which include; how there were dressed, the way that staff

greet the tourist with a warm and friendly manner, the way that staff solve the

problem tactfully, the knowledge that staff had, and their courtesy. However, the tram

was the point that Thai tourists were not that satisfied. They were just moderately

satisfied with the attractiveness of the tram.

More than half of respondents were satisfied with the length which covered

tluee aspects which were; the lenglh of time per trip, the tram schedule suitable for

Thai tourist's trip (the trip would start every 30 minutes) and finally the trip starts and

ends as scheduled.

In addition, the price was also the point that the respondents were satisfied

with. Lickorish and Jenkins (1997,p. l,47) stated that there were three determinana

which were important; namely, time, money and preference. Money influences the

ability of the tourist to travel, buy goods and services.
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Even the price of the ticket for the trip around Rattanakosin Island attracted

Thai tourists; they were dissitisfied with the cleanliness of the place to board the

tram.

5.3.4 Evaluation after travelling around Rattanakosin Island by tram

Most Thai tourists agreed that they gnjoyed the trip. In addition, more that half
of them answered that their expectations were met after they traveled around

Rattanakosin Island. More than half of respondents would recommend to their friends

to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram. This point makes the service provider

realize the importance of tourist satisfaction. Swarbrooke and Homer (lggg,p. 23g)
stated that tourist satisfaction leads to the positive word-of-mouth recommendation of
services or products, which will encourage other tourists to use the service.

5.3.5 The Service or Things that need to be improved

Even though Thai tourists were satisfied with staff or service provider, the
tram, price, the length of time when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by tram,
Thai tourists recommended the service provider to improve the place to board the
Tram and the attractiveness of the tram such as the design of the tram.

Apart from the fact that the place to board the tram should be improved
together with the appearance of the tram, the respondents suggested that the people
who manage the trip around Rattanakosin Island by tram, should improve the ability
of their staff to communicate in English. From the observation of some of the
respondents, they noticed that there were also some foreign tourists who joined this
trip' However, the information during the trip was Thai. Therefore, the foreign tourists
just traveled past the tourist attraction, museums, and temptes without understanding
the history of each place. Thus, if the group of people who organize this trip would
love to attract more tourists, the staffon the tram should be able to explain in English
or at least turn on a tape for the explanation in English.

I
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Besides, the language ability of staff and the comfort of the seats should be

improved. They suggested that the seat should be a leather seat and not a wooden seat,

which may not be suitable for some group of people, both Thai and foreigners

Another point that the respondents suggested for the improvement, was that

the owner of the tram, that operates the trip around Rattanakosin Island, should

promote their trip by distributing brochures. This result of findings reflects one of the

4 principles of marketing mix which is promotion. Knowles, Diamantis and El-

Mourhabi (2001 , p. 29) stated that the promotion is a crucial part in order to

commu_nicate with the customers. The promotion may come in different forms such as

personal selling, advertising, sales promotion, and packaging. This will help to boost

the sale volume of the trip around Rattanakosin Island by tram.

Some of the respondents suggested that the tram should stop over to visit the

places that the tram passes by. Cook, Yale, and Marqua (1999, p. 30) explained one of

the physiological need of the tourist that, the trip should have more frequent rest

stops. The result of this will help the tourist foel rnore.relaxed.and at the same time,

they can pay respect to the Buddha images or the sacred places. The Thai tourists

would not mind if the length of the trip is longer than 30 minutes.

5.4 CONCLUSION

The first main reason that motivates Thai tourists to travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram was education purpose and the second reason was that

they feel like their daily life was boring so that they choose to travel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram for their relaxation
.t'

Most of the Thai tourists were satisfied with the service that they received

from the staff or service provider; price, the safety of the tram while Thai tourists

travel on board, length of time per tip which include the schedule and the punctualiry

of the start and end of the trip, and the ease to find the place where to board the tram.

However, they were dissatisfied with the cleanliness of the place to board the tram.
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The people who manage the trip should consider the lenglh of time per trip

and the stoP over at some highlight tourist attraction, which can create a sense of
satisfaction for some tourists as they can feel more relaxed and learn the culture from

the places. The additional route was another point that was raised by the respondents;

they say it may increase the popularity of using tram as the mode of tansportation,

when traveling around the historical places.

Even though the Thai tourists were satisfied with the staffor service provider,

the owner of this project should maintain or make better impression for-{he-Thai

tourists. If the staffs were able to solve the problem tactfully, and also explain the

information of the places in English, this will be a good opportunity for Thai tourists

to learn the history in English and it can also attract the foreigners to havel around

Rattanakosin Island by tram.

The findings from this study will be beneficial for the owner of the tram, to

improve services and facilities and Bangkok Tourist Bureau who supported this
project.

5.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This research aimed to study the Thai tourist satisfaction with the service and

facilities, when they travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram. Based on the finding
and conclusion of this study, the following recommendations can be made for further
research.

5.5.1 In order to persuade Thai tourists to travel within the counfy, further

research should study about the need of the additional route so that the tram can be

used as a mean of transportation. The reason is the trams revive the old atnosphere

which makes Thai tourist have different experiences when they travel.
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5.5.2 The further research can study the motivations or the other factors that

influence the Thai tourist satisfaction with the services and facilities when travelling

around Rattanakosin Island by tram.

5.5.3 This research focuses only on the Thai tourist satisfaction. Any
researcher who is interested in the intemational tourism could conduct research onthe

foreigner satisfaction when they travel around Rattanakosin Island. The reason is the

Thai and the foreigner may have different attitudes or levels of satisfaction even if
they took the same trip with the same mode of transportation. So, the result of this
research can be used to create a project to promote the+ouri.sm industry on the

international level.
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire (English Version)

Thai Tourist Satisfaction with service when traveling around Rattanakosin Island

by tram

This questionnaire is a part of a research paper of Thai Tourisr Sarisfaction
with service when traveling oro,und Rattanakosin Islond by trom as a partial
fulfillment ottherequirements for the Master of Arts in English for Careers,
Language Institute, Thamqasat University.

The purpose of this research is to measure the degree of Thai tourist
satisfaction with services and facilities when traveling around Rattanakosin Island by
tram' The information collected from your participation will be kept confidential and
will be used for research purpose only. Moreover, the results of this study will be
forwarded to the service provider for further improvement of their service, if any.

Your co-operation and kindness in answering all of the questions of this
questionnaire is highly appreciated as it is will be very useful to this research.

Ms.Jeeranun Kitsawangwong

The Master Degree Student of English for Careers

Language Institute, Thammasat University

Port I: Personol data

Instruction: Please ."rd tt.
provided

l. Gender O Male O Female



ri

2. Age

3. You have Thai Nationality fl yes

4. The province that you come from

5. Educational E Elementary Level

O Less than 2l years old

O 3l -40 years old

O 5l-60 years old

O Upper Secondary Level

0 Bachelor Degree

O 21-30 years old

O 4l-50 years old

E More than 60 years old

Dno

'0 Lower Secondary Level

O High Vocational / Diploma

tr Higher than Bachelor Degree

6. Occupation O Student / Undergraduate [I Employee

E Governmental Employee O State Enterprise Employee

7. Average income/month

E Less than 5,000 baht/monthE 5,000-15,000 baht/month

O 15,001-25,000 bahUmonth O 25,001-35,000 baht/month

O Higher than 35,000 baht/month

8. For this trip. who do you travel with?

E Business Owner

E Housewife

0 Retiree

0 Alone

E Spouse I Lover

0 Laborer

0 Unemployed

O Other (Please specify).

tr Family

0 Friend

O Other (Please specify)..



9. How frequent do you travel around Rattankosin by uam?

O First time

D Once a year

0 Once a month

EJ Twice a Year

0 Other (Please speci$).

P,rt2 The reason for Thai tourist to travel around Rattanakosin Island by tram

Part 3 satisfaction of the Respondent with services and facilities

Strongly
Aeree

Agree Moderate Disagree Strongly
Dlsagree10. The reason that thE

Respondents choose to travel
around Rattanakosin Island by
tram is for the purpose of
education. I

11. The person that you travel
with this trip has an influence
on traveling around
Rattanakosin Island by tram
f2. The reason that you
choose to on travel around
Rattanakosin Island by tram
because you do not walk that
makes you feel tired.
13. You feel like your daily.
life is boring so that yo;
choose to havel around
Rattanakosin Island by tram
for your relaxation.

t4 The price of tfiffilffi
not expensive which make
you deicide to travel around
Rattanakosin Island by tram

15. Staffs are well-drqssed
and neat



16. Staffs welcome you in
a warm and friendlv
manner
17. Staffs talk with you
politely
18. Staffs are tactful in
problem solving
19. Staffs show their
ability in the knowledge
they have
20. Staffs show their
courtesy to you

Tram
21. The Tram looks nice
and athactive
22. The seats are large and
comfortable for you'

23. The seats are cleaned
24. The Tram is safety for
you to travel
25. The sound speaker is
functional

Satisfaction with the
length of time when

traveling around
Rattanakosin Island by

tram

26. The length of time per
trtp is appropriate
27. The Tram schedule is
suitable for your trip (the
trip will start every 30
minutes)

28. The trip start and end
at the time as per schedule

Satisfaction toward the

--Price
29. The price of the ticket
is reasonable
Satisfaction tot ara tne
place to board the tram

30. You can easily find the



place to board the Tram

31. The area to board the
Tram is cleaned

Part 4 Evaluation after travel around Rattanakosin Istand by tram

Strongly
Asree

Agree Moderate Disagree Strongly
Disasree

32. In general, you enjoy
traveling around Rattanakosin
Island by tram

33. In general, you think that
the' experience after traveling
around Rananakosin Island by
tram meet your exDectation.
34. You think that the price of
traveling around Rattanakosin
Island by Tram is reasonable

35.You will recommend to
your friends to travel around
Rattanakosin Island by tram

36. You gain knowledge from
traveling around Rattanakosin
Island by tram
37. You gain a new
knowledge after travel by
tram

Part 5 The Service or Things that need to be improved

38. The service from staff /
service provider

,l(). The length of time when
traveling around Rattanakosin
Island by tram



41. Price
42. The place to board the
tram

.03. Others Suggestions

@ Thank you for your cooperation @

:

I



APPENDIX B

Questionnaire in Thai
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APPENDIX C

A Map of Rattanakosin Island
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25. Romnenat Park

26. WatSrageath (The Golden

Mountain)

27. Mahaklan Fort and Ancient City

Wall

28. Democracy Monument

29. Wat Mahannopparam

30. Wat Bowonnivet

31. Wat Kanlayanamit

fulr



15. Wat Ratchapradit

17. Sap Pasath Cross

18. Wat Ratchabophit

32. Wat Ratchaburana

33. Uthok Tan

34. Ancient Caty Wall

35. The Monument of The First World

War

http://www. geocities.com/RainFo resttT I 53 t rkosinmp. htm#pre



APPENDIX D

Tram in the old day

http:/ vnvw.2banskok.co ng fine
tram set passing a Chinese temple

hnp ;//www. 2 bangkok.com/2 bangkoMlr"*l



APPENDIX E

Map of Tram around Rattanakosin Island

ffiz:il*Jr*rl
htp://www.thaiwaysm"gurin"..outn"iurtT@us.html


